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“Suspension,” an oil on canvas by Jane Eccles, is part of “Layered Meanings: Transparent Translucent Opaque,” a juried
members show at the Cape Cod Museum of Art.

With 91 works on view, the Cape Cod Museum of Art’s annual members juried exhibition is a
reflection of the year-round talent the Cape inspires.
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“Layered Meanings: Transparent Translucent Opaque” is on view through April 10.

Benton Jones, director of art at the museum, served as the show’s juror. He described the show as
a great way to get local artists together to mingle with one another and “to encourage cross-
pollination.”

“Transparent, translucent and opaque are terms that artists often use in painting, even in abstract
and conceptual art,” Mr. Jones said, adding that the theme was a framework meant to be open-
ended “to allow artists in different genres to respond.”

More than 200 works were submitted by 120 artists for the exhibit, Mr. Jones said, noting that is a
high number considering that rather than a digital selection process, artists were asked to bring
their physical works to the museum for jurying.

“I was surprised at the outpouring of work that came in,” he said, adding that most artists are
accustomed to sending their art digitally.

With the actual pieces at his disposal, Mr. Jones said he was able to elevate the curation of the
show and to choose pieces not only on individual merit, “but on how well they integrated with each
other.”

Opaque works were collected in the museum’s Ocean Edge gallery. The small gallery features night
scenes lit by moonlight, a work featuring braille lettering, abstract paintings in grays and black, a
found object construction by Nicolas Nobili featuring a large plastic crate hung in front of a mirror
and a photograph by Mark Chester of a city storefront window painted over in order to render the
interior of the building indiscernible from passersby on the street.

In the larger gallery, Mr. Jones dedicated a portion of one wall to self-reflection, self-awareness, and
the honesty of nature. “I was thinking these all were representative of things that were transparent,”
he said, adding, “A lot of these works are figurative in one way or another.”

The grouping features figures looking celebratory as well as introspective, portraits, and figures out
in nature.

“Hostas First, Marigolds Next,” a mixed-media piece by Phyllis Charles featuring three otherworldly
looking white rabbits with mysterious, vacant eyes, is reminiscent of the warrior rabbits of Richard
Adams’ novel, “Watership Down.”
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Mr. Jones said he didn’t require the artists to submit statements explaining how their works fit the
show’s theme. “It was done purely visually and with the title,” he said.

An encaustic triptych by Michael Giaquinto spells out the word “fog,” with each letter appearing in
the center of what could be a ship’s porthole, the three raised block letters atop what looks to be
pages from an old encyclopedia.

“Encaustic as a medium has a translucency to it because you are seeing through the layers [of wax]
to the colors underneath each layer,” Mr. Jones said.

“Rose Tinted Glasses,” a sculpture by David Phillips, was literally made from rose-tinted glasses,
bent and attached together to form a sphere. “It’s a very thoughtful work of art,” Mr. Jones said, “a
great conceptual idea for seeing things in a certain way.” The piece hangs in front of a monotype by
Kathleen Fowler titled, “Space Debris.” Ms. Fowler’s floating orbs in pink, gray and purple are a
perfect two-dimensional match to Mr. Phillips’ sculpture. Beneath “Space Debris,” Jakki Kouffman’s
picture-within-a-picture pastel, “The Wandering Souls of Shells Departed,” is another satisfactory fit
in theme, object and color. “Cape Cod Beech” by Jessica McConnell is painted in similar colors
and shows the view looking out through the leaves of the 200-year-old weeping English beech tree
that stands in Yarmouth Port, not far from the museum.

Other works in the category feature still lifes of glassware and ceramics, a photograph of a window
that looks straight through the interior and out the building’s back windows, and vibrant eco-prints
showcasing the translucency of leaves, flower petals and florets.

Arran Paskauskas is one of two artists to have three works accepted in the show. All abstract
pieces created in wood, Mr. Jones said that “Within,” “Depth” and “Beneath” all “echoed the theme
in an unusual way.”

Mr. Jones paired “Depth,” a large bowl-like abstraction created from cherry, with “Old Growth,” an
ethereal-looking image of a tree created in mixed media by Peggy Richard. “There’s a ghost-like
echo to the work, almost like a tree spirit,” Mr. Jones said.

A final grouping consists of abstract works that Mr. Jones said he found interesting because even
though they are abstract, they are all representational: “They are all landscapes but they are all
done using the artist’s vision and their conceptual layers to pull out what was important to them.
What colors and shapes to use, what to emphasize, what to leave out.”
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The group features the oil painting “Pamet I/Ribbons of Light” by the Cape Cod Museum of Art’s 
first director, Suzanne Packer, as well as “Suspension,” an oil painting by Jane Eccles, whom Mr. 
Jones described as a “pioneer and relentless artist with incredible taste in color, shape and 
composition.”

Patricia Stark Feinstein’s painting “The First April” follows the painting philosophy of Hans Hofmann, 
a contemporary and good friend of Ms. Feinstein’s husband, Sam. “There’s a push and pull to the 
design,” Mr. Jones said, adding, “Every element on the canvas needs to respond to the other 
elements. If you do something in one place, it affects everything else.”

Mr. Jones concluded his tour by expressing his appreciation for the opportunity to “paint” with 
other artists’ paintings while putting the show together. “It’s always a privilege and an honor to work 
with the many talented artists on Cape Cod,” he said.

“Layered Meanings: Transparent Translucent Opaque” will be on view through April 10. Hours at the 
museum are Wednesdays through Saturdays from 10 AM to 4 PM, and Sundays from noon to 4 
PM.

The museum is at 60 Hope Lane in Dennis.


